Evidence for Dopamine Abnormalities in the Substantia Nigra in Cocaine Addiction Revealed by Neuromelanin-Sensitive MRI
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Objective: Recent evidence supports the use of neuromelanin-sensitive MRI (NM-MRI) as a novel tool to investigate dopamine function in the human brain. The authors investigated the NM-MRI signal in individuals with cocaine use disorder, compared with age- and sex-matched control subjects, based on previous imaging studies showing that this disorder is associated with blunted presynaptic striatal dopamine.

Methods: NM-MRI and T1-weighted images were acquired from 20 participants with cocaine use disorder and 35 control subjects. Diagnostic group effects in NM-MRI signal were determined using a voxelwise analysis within the substantia nigra. A subset of 20 cocaine users and 17 control subjects also underwent functional MRI imaging using the monetary incentive delay task, in order to investigate whether NM-MRI signal was associated with alterations in reward processing.

Results: Compared with control subjects, cocaine users showed significantly increased NM-MRI signal in ventrolateral regions of the substantia nigra (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve=0.83). Exploratory analyses did not find a significant correlation of NM-MRI signal to activation of the ventral striatum during anticipation of monetary reward.

Conclusions: Given that previous imaging studies show decreased dopamine signaling in the striatum, the finding of increased NM-MRI signal in the substantia nigra provides additional insight into the pathophysiology of cocaine use disorder. One interpretation is that cocaine use disorder is associated with a redistribution of dopamine between cytosolic and vesicular pools, leading to increased accumulation of neuromelanin. The study findings thus suggest that NM-MRI can serve as a practical imaging tool for interrogating the dopamine system in addiction.


Alterations of dopamine function have been demonstrated in cocaine use disorder using positron emission tomography (PET), including measures of dopamine uptake, receptor density, and dopamine release (1). The reduction of stimulant-induced presynaptic dopamine release in cocaine users, measured with PET, is well replicated (1–4) and is associated with more refractory symptoms of cocaine use disorder, including relapse (1, 2). However, while PET can provide important insights on dopamine signaling in addiction, it is costly and requires significant specialized infrastructure. Furthermore, its use in longitudinal studies and research in younger, at-risk populations is limited by the risks of radioactivity exposure.

Recent work suggests that neuromelanin-sensitive MRI (NM-MRI) may provide a complementary noninvasive proxy measure of dopamine function and integrity (5, 6). Neuromelanin (NM) is a pigment generated from the conversion of cytosolic dopamine that accumulates gradually over the lifespan in dopamine neurons of the substantia nigra (SN) (7). NM is bound to iron, forming paramagnetic complexes that can be imaged using MRI (6, 8, 9). NM-MRI can reliably capture NM depletion following SN neurodegeneration in Parkinson’s disease (6, 10). Critically, this technique can also capture alterations in dopamine function in the absence of neurodegeneration (5, 11), consistent with in vitro evidence that stimulating dopamine synthesis boosts NM synthesis (12, 13).

In particular, our recent work showed that NM-MRI signal within a subregion of the SN is increased in relation to psychosis (5), consistent with PET findings of increased dopamine signaling in psychosis (14). We further showed that NM-MRI signal correlates directly with both PET measures
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of presynaptic dopamine release and resting blood flow in the midbrain (5). Thus, this work demonstrates that NM-MRI provides a proxy measure for functional changes in dopaminergic pathways, with utility for studying psychiatric disorders in the absence of overt neurodegeneration.

Here, we sought to employ NM-MRI to examine whether similar changes could be detected in cocaine use disorder, a disorder involving dopamine dysfunction. To this end, our main analyses tested for effects of diagnostic group (individuals with and without cocaine use disorder) on NM-MRI signal in the SN. Our hypothesis, based on previous PET studies (1, 3), was that cocaine use disorder would be associated with reduced NM-MRI signal. In exploratory analyses, we then evaluated associations between changes in NM-MRI signal intensity in cocaine use disorder and hemodynamic brain responses during the monetary incentive delay task. Activation of the ventral striatum during the anticipation of reward in this task has been shown to provide a robust functional readout of reward processing (15) related to dopamine (16, 17) that is consistently reduced in drug and behavioral addictions (18, 19). Since the ventral striatum receives projections from the ventral tegmental area and the dorsomedial SN (20, 21), we explored the relationship between NM-MRI signal in the SN and reward-related activation in the ventral striatum.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the New York State Psychiatric Institute. All participants provided written informed consent. The cocaine-using participants met DSM-5 criteria for moderate to severe cocaine use disorder with no other current psychiatric diagnosis or current medical illness. Any other substance use disorder (aside from tobacco) was an exclusion criterion. At the time of study entry, the cocaine-using participants were displayed as abstinent from cocaine for 5 days prior to the scan, which was verified by urine drug testing (dipstick, performed every other day). Participants refrained from tobacco use for at least 1 hour before scanning. A group of tobacco-using and non-tobacco-using control subjects was also included. Screening procedures included a physical examination, ECG, and laboratory tests. All participants were recruited through advertisements and by word of mouth. Control subjects were excluded if they had a current or past psychiatric disorder (except tobacco use disorder), a history of neurological disorders, or any current major medical illness. In total, 58 men participated in the study. Three participants (one cocaine user and two control subjects) were excluded because of unusable NM-MRI images (two participants because of motion during scanning [showing clearly visible smearing or banding artifacts affecting the midbrain] and one because of incorrect image-stack placement). Thus, a total of 55 participants were retained for analysis: 20 cocaine users and 35 age- and sex-matched control subjects (Table 1). All participants completed self-report questionnaires, including the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (22) and the Beck Depression Inventory (23).

**NM-MRI Acquisition**

MR images were acquired for all study participants on a GE Healthcare 3-T MR750 scanner using a 32-channel phased-array Nova head coil following the methods used in our previous study (5). For logistical reasons, a few scans (four of the 55 scans, or 7%) were acquired using an eight-channel Invivo head coil instead. NM-MRI images were acquired using a two-dimensional gradient recalled echo sequence with magnetization transfer contrast with the following parameters: TR=260 ms; TE=2.68 ms; flip angle=40°; in-plane resolution=0.39×0.39 mm²; partial brain coverage, with FOV=162×200; matrix=416×512; number of slices=10; slice thickness=3 mm; slice gap=0 mm; magnetization transfer frequency offset=1,200 Hz; number of excitations=8; acquisition time=8.04 minutes. The slice prescription protocol consisted of orienting the image stack along the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line and placing the top slice 3 mm below the floor of the third ventricle (for more detail, see reference 5). This protocol provided coverage of SN-containing portions of the midbrain and surrounding structures. To support the preprocessing of NM-MRI images (see below), whole brain high-resolution T1-weighted structural MRI scans were also acquired using a fast spoiled gradient echo sequence (inversion time=500 ms, TR=6.37 ms, TE=2.59 ms, flip angle=11°, FOV=256×256, number of slices=244, isotropic voxel size=1.0 mm³) or, in some cases, a three-dimensional BRAVO sequence (inversion time=450 ms, TR=7.85 ms, TE=3.10 ms, flip angle=12°, FOV=240×240, number of slices=220, isotropic voxel size=0.8 mm³). Quality of NM-MRI images was visually inspected for artifacts immediately after acquisition, and scans were repeated when necessary, time permitting.

**NM-MRI Preprocessing**

As in our previous work (5), NM-MRI scans were preprocessed using SPM12 to allow for voxelwise analyses in standardized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. NM-MRI scans were first coregistered to participants’ T₁-weighted scans. Tissue segmentation was then performed using the T₁-weighted images. NM-MRI scans were normalized to MNI space using DARTEL routines with a gray- and white-matter template generated from all study participants. The resampled voxel size of unsmoothed, normalized NM-MRI scans was 1 mm, isotropic. All images were visually inspected after each preprocessing step. Intensity normalization and spatial smoothing were then performed using custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Mass.) scripts. Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for each participant and voxel v was calculated as the relative difference in NM-MRI signal intensity I from a reference region RR of white matter tracts known to have minimal NM content, the crus cerebri, as follows:
TABLE 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants in a neuromelanin-sensitive MRI study of cocaine use disorder

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Control Subjects (N=35)</th>
<th>Cocaine Users (N=20)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td>Mean SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>45.1 10.2</td>
<td>47.3 8.1</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>26.0 3.8</td>
<td>27.3 2.5</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>14.3 1.8</td>
<td>12.4 1.29</td>
<td>&gt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived social support</td>
<td>70.9 7.5</td>
<td>60.6 15.2</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressive symptoms (BDI score)</td>
<td>1.2 1.8</td>
<td>7.5 8.8</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (tobacco</td>
<td>8.9 5.7</td>
<td>5.9 2.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>users only)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of cocaine use (years)</td>
<td>21.9 9.3</td>
<td>207 138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollars spent per week on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cocaineb</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Reported p values are from t tests for continuous measures and chi-square or Fisher’s tests for tests of proportions.

b Average amount of money spent per week on cocaine is used as a proxy for amount of use. Cocaine cost approximately $30/g in the New York City area at the time the data were being collected.

$$CNR_v = (I_v - \text{mode}(I_{RR}))/\text{mode}(I_{RR})$$

A template mask of the reference region and of the SN was created by manual tracing on a template NM-MRI image in MNI space (an average of normalized NM-MRI scans from all study participants; see Figure 1 and our previous report for more details [5]). The mode($I_{RR}$) was calculated for each participant from a kernel-smoothing-function fitted to a histogram of the distribution of all voxels in the mask. The resulting NM-MRI contrast-to-noise ratio maps were then spatially smoothed with a 1-mm full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel.

NM-MRI Analysis

All analyses were carried out in MATLAB. Following the methods used in our previous study (5), our main analysis consisted of a voxelwise analysis of contrast-to-noise ratio values in the SN mask. This approach captures topographic alterations presumably corresponding with functionally distinct SN neuron subpopulations (20) and which previously showed high sensitivity to dopaminergic pathophysiology (5).

In particular, the primary voxelwise analysis examined specific differences between cocaine users and control subjects via a robust linear regression analysis (the robustfit function in MATLAB) that predicted contrast-to-noise ratio (NM signal) at every voxel $v$ within the SN mask as follows:

$$CNR_v = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{diagnosis} + \sum_{i=2}^{n} \beta_i \text{nuisance covariate} + \epsilon$$

with tobacco use (cigarettes per day), head coil, and age as nuisance covariates. Note that correcting for age is critical given the known relationship between age and NM accumulation (7). As in our previous work (5), we used a group-derived template SN mask after censoring participant data points with missing values because of incomplete SN coverage or extreme values (contrast-to-noise ratio $<8\%$ or contrast-to-noise ratio $>40\%$ on average, 71 voxels [SD=195] or 4% of all SN voxels were censored per subject). To correct for multiple comparisons, again following the methods of our previous work (5), we defined the spatial extent of an effect as the number of voxels $k$ (adjacent or nonadjacent) exhibiting differences between cocaine users and control subjects in NM signal in either the positive or the negative direction (voxel-level height threshold for $t$ test of regression coefficient $\beta_1$ of $p<0.05$, one-sided; note that our results remained significant at a more stringent height threshold of $p<0.01$). Significance testing was then determined on the basis of a permutation test in which diagnosis labels (cocaine users, control subjects) were randomly shuffled with respect to individual maps of NM signal. This provided a measure of spatial extent for each of 10,000 permuted data sets, forming a null distribution against which to calculate the probability of observing the spatial extent $k$ of the effect in the true data by chance. Thus, this test corrects for multiple comparisons by determining whether an effect’s spatial extent $k$ was greater than would be expected by chance (corrected $p<0.05; 10,000$ permutations).

For a more detailed topographical description of the voxelwise effects in the SN, a post hoc multiple linear regression analysis across SN voxels was used to predict the strength of an effect as a function of MNI voxel coordinates in the $x$ (absolute distance from the midline), $y$, and $z$ directions within the SN mask. For completeness, we also carried out a region-of-interest analysis on the average NM signal across the whole SN mask. This region-of-interest analysis consisted of a robust linear regression analysis including head coil, age, and incomplete SN coverage (yes/no) as nuisance covariates.

The ability of NM-MRI to segregate participants by diagnostic group was determined by calculating effect size...
estimates and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve based on the mean NM-MRI signal in voxels identified in the primary voxelwise analysis to be relevant to cocaine use disorder (henceforth referred to as “cocaine-use voxels”)—voxels showing a diagnosis effect via the primary voxelwise analysis or via a voxelwise analysis following a leave-one-out procedure. The leave-one-out procedure was employed to obtain a measure of effect size unbiased by voxel selection: for a given participant, voxels for which the variable of interest was related to NM-MRI signal were first identified in an analysis including all participants except for this (held-out) participant. The mean signal in the held-out participant was then calculated from this set of voxels. This procedure was repeated for all participants, so that each participant had an extracted mean NM-MRI signal value obtained from an analysis that excluded them. Confidence intervals for Cohen’s d and $f^2$ effect size measures were determined by bootstrapping.

Partial correlations related clinical measures to NM-MRI signal extracted from cocaine-use voxels, with age and tobacco use as covariates. Partial (nonparametric) Spearman correlation was used because the clinical measures were not normally distributed according to a Lilliefors test at $p<0.05$.

**fMRI Methods**

fMRI data were collected in 37 of the study participants (20 cocaine users, 17 control subjects). Blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI was acquired while participants completed the monetary incentive delay task. Echo planar images were acquired with the following parameters: TR=1,500 ms; TE=27 ms; flip angle=60°; in-plane resolution=3.5×3.5 mm²; slice thickness=4 mm; slice gap=1 mm. There were two runs, each lasting 12.1 minutes. fMRI images were preprocessed using standard methods in SPM12, including slice-time correction, realignment, coregistration to the T1-weighted scans, spatial normalization to standardized MNI space, and smoothing (6 mm full width at half maximum kernel). The monetary incentive delay task employed was similar to a standard version (24) involving presentation of visual cues (geometric shapes) linked to subsequent receipt of feedback regarding monetary reward ($1 or $5), monetary loss ($1 or $5), or no outcome ($0). The task consisted of 110 trials equally divided into the five conditions. Earning money or avoiding losses was probabilistically achieved by having participants make fast key presses after the visual cue. The time available to make a key press was personalized according to participants’ motor performance.
speed during practice testing. A first-level model included boxcar regressors for all five conditions during the anticipation period (defined as the period following button pressing and prior to feedback), the prospect period (following cue presentation and prior to button pressing), and the outcome period (when feedback was delivered). Nuisance regressors included 24 motion parameters (six motion parameters and their squares, derivatives, and squared derivatives) and session-specific intercepts corresponding to the two runs. As in previous work (15), activation during reward anticipation was defined by the contrast between the $5 and $0 gain conditions. For each participant, we extracted the signal from this contrast within a mask of the ventral striatum (from a publicly available functional mask

FIGURE 2. Results of NM-MRI signal analysis in the substantia nigra in a study of cocaine use disorder

*Panel A shows group differences in neuromelanin-sensitive MRI (NM-MRI) signal between cocaine users and control subjects. The scatterplots show extracted NM-MRI signal (contrast-to-noise ratio, CNR) averaged within cocaine-use voxels (top graph; defined in panel C), cocaine-use voxels as defined with a leave-one-out (LOO) procedure (middle graph), and the whole substantia nigra (SN) (bottom graph). To complement results showing the effect of diagnostic group on NM-MRI signal after adjusting for covariates (see panel B and statistics reported in the text), these scatterplots show diagnostic group differences in the raw, unadjusted NM-MRI signal. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Panel B shows receiver operating characteristic curves displaying sensitivity and specificity of the NM-MRI signal in separating diagnostic groups based on signal extracted from cocaine-use voxels (top graph), cocaine-use voxels defined with a leave-one-out procedure (middle graph), and whole SN (bottom graph). The blue line represents NM-MRI signal adjusted for age, head coil, and tobacco use covariates; the red line represents unadjusted NM-MRI signal. Panel C is a map of voxels in which cocaine users exhibited higher NM-MRI signal than control subjects (shown in red) (robust linear regression, p<0.05 one-sided). This set of voxels was above chance level (corrected p=0.025, permutation test). Panel D shows unthresholded results of the same analysis showing the t-statistic for the diagnostic group effect for all SN voxels. Voxels where NM-MRI signal was higher in the cocaine users are shown in red, and voxels where the signal was lower in cocaine users are shown in blue.
of the striatum (https://osf.io/jkzwp/). The ventral striatum is the brain structure most commonly investigated when using this task (19), and it has been shown to provide a robust and reliable readout of reward-related activity during the task (28). To determine relationship to NM-MRI, a linear regression was used to investigate the effect of diagnosis, NM-MRI signal in cocaine-use voxels, and the interaction of diagnosis by NM-MRI signal on anticipatory BOLD activity in the ventral striatum, controlling for age and tobacco use.

RESULTS

Effect of Diagnosis on NM-MRI Signal in the Substantia Nigra

A priori voxelwise analysis of differences between cocaine users and control subjects. A subset of voxels located mostly ventrolaterally within the SN exhibited significantly increased NM-MRI signal (contrast-to-noise ratio) in cocaine users compared with control subjects (344 of 1,775 voxels at p < 0.05, robust linear regression controlling for age, head coil, and cigarettes per day; corrected p = 0.025, permutation test; peak voxel MNI coordinates [x, y, z]: 6, −26, −17 mm) (Figure 2C). Detailed topographical analyses of this effect are presented in Table S1 in the online supplement. In this sample of relatively light smokers, tobacco use was not significantly associated with differences in NM-MRI signal (267 SN voxels exhibited signal that positively correlated with cigarettes per day in the primary linear regression model; corrected p = 0.054).

Based on the average NM-MRI signal values extracted from the voxels in which cocaine users showed increased NM-MRI signal relative to control subjects in the voxelwise analysis (cocaine-use voxels, shown in red in Figure 2C, with extracted values from these voxels shown in Figure 2A top panel), a diagnosis of cocaine use disorder had a moderate to large effect on NM-MRI signal (Cohen’s d = 1.34, 95% CI = 0.91, 1.90, Cohen’s $\hat{f}^2 = 0.46$, 95% CI = 0.19, 0.95; unbiased leave-one-out Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 0.77$, 95% CI = 0.35, 1.27, Cohen’s $\hat{f}^2 = 0.15$, 95% CI = 0.02, 0.43; all estimates based on NM-MRI signal adjusted for age, head coil, and tobacco use). Diagnostic differences in adjusted NM-MRI signal extracted from cocaine-use voxels remained moderate to large when analyzing subsets of the study sample to address possible confounders (controlling for years of education: Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 0.76$, 95% CI = 0.22, 1.39, N = 38; controlling for depressive symptoms: Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 0.84$, 95% CI = 0.31, 1.52, N = 37; controlling for perceived social support: Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 1.06$, 95% CI = 0.52, 1.72, N = 37; excluding non–tobacco users: Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 1.05$, 95% CI = 0.50, 1.74, N = 28; excluding participants scanned with eight-channel coil: Cohen’s $\hat{d} = 1.38$, 95% CI = 0.9, 1.97, N = 81). Furthermore, most cocaine users could be successfully classified relative to all 35 control subjects on the basis of adjusted NM-MRI signal extracted from cocaine-use voxels (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve [AUC] = 0.83, unbiased leave-one-out AUC = 0.71) (Figure 2B).

For completeness, we also examined NM-MRI signal averaged within the whole SN using a region-of-interest analysis. Here again, cocaine users showed significantly increased NM-MRI signal compared with control subjects ($t = 2.07$, df = 49, $p = 0.044$, Cohen’s $d = 0.62$, 95% CI = 0.19, 1.12, robust linear regression controlling for age, head coil, tobacco use, and incomplete SN coverage; AUC = 0.69).

Exploratory analysis of the relationship between NM-MRI signal in SN and measures of cocaine use severity. We tested whether the NM-MRI signal extracted from cocaine-use voxels correlated with severity of cocaine use and found no significant correlation with duration of use ($r = −0.33$, p = 0.18) or dollars spent per week on cocaine ($r = −0.08$, p = 0.74; partial Spearman correlations controlling for age and tobacco use).

Exploratory analysis of the relationship between NM-MRI signal in SN and ventral striatum response to reward anticipation. To investigate the relationship of the NM-MRI findings to dopamine-related circuit dysfunction in cocaine use disorder, we measured fMRI BOLD activation in the ventral striatum during anticipation of monetary reward. As expected, across all participants, BOLD signal was higher in the ventral striatum when anticipating reward compared with no reward ($t = 2.56$, df = 36, $p = 0.015$, one-sample t test of $5$-to-$0$ contrast during anticipation). But this reward-related activation in the ventral striatum did not differ between the groups ($\beta = 0.038$, $t = 0.72$, df = 32, $p = 0.48$) or correlate with NM-MRI signal in cocaine-use voxels across all participants ($\beta = −0.015$, $t = −1.52$, df = 32, $p = 0.14$). There was also no group-by-NM-MRI signal interaction on reward-related activation in the ventral striatum ($p = 0.24$; linear regression controlling for age and tobacco use).

DISCUSSION

We have presented data showing increased NM-MRI signal in the SN of individuals with cocaine use disorder. This increase was not present throughout the whole SN but rather predominated in more ventral and lateral SN subregions. Given that the NM-MRI signal reflects the concentration of synthetic melanins in experimental preparations (8) and of NM in postmortem midbrain tissue (5), and that NM accumulation in the SN depends on dopamine function (5, 12, 13), these findings suggest that cocaine users exhibit elevated NM concentration in these SN subregions that may be indicative of dopaminergic dysfunction.

Our finding of elevated NM signal in cocaine users was surprising given the previous PET studies showing that presynaptic dopamine is blunted in cocaine use disorder (1–4). However, this discrepancy provides additional insight into the pathophysiology of dopamine signaling in this disorder. The combination of blunted dopamine release in the striatum and elevated NM in the SN suggests that dopamine is distributed differently in cocaine users compared with control subjects. Less dopamine concentrated in synaptic
vesicles and more dopamine in the cytosolic pool would explain the divergence between PET studies, which estimate dopamine release from vesicles, and imaging of NM, which accumulates on the basis of the concentration of dopamine in the cytosol (12, 26). If, on the other hand, cocaine use disorder were associated with a global and persistent decrease in dopamine synthesis, we would expect to have seen a decrease in both the PET and NM-MRI signals.

A number of previous studies support our hypothesis that cocaine use disorder involves a redistribution of dopamine between vesicular and cytosolic stores (Figure 3 is a graphical depiction of this hypothesis). Chronic cocaine exposure is associated with a reduction in vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2) expression, which leads to less dopamine in the vesicular pool and more in the cytosolic pool. The reduction in VMAT2 has been shown in nonhuman primates who chronically self-administer cocaine (27) and in human cocaine users (28). Postmortem human studies also show a reduction of striatal VMAT2 in cocaine users (29–31).

Blunted VMAT2 expression in cocaine use disorder would explain the decrease in presynaptic dopamine release seen with PET (1–4) and could also account for the decrease in [18F]DOPA accumulation seen in this population (32), since this likely depends on the radiotracer concentrating in synaptic vesicles (33). Reduced VMAT2 expression has also been shown to correlate with elevated NM formation in the midbrain (12, 34). While cocaine use has been shown to be associated with altered expression of dopamine receptors and transporters (1), likely including autoreceptors in the midbrain (35), these changes would generally shift both NM accumulation and dopamine release in the same direction. VMAT2 alteration, on the other hand, stands out as a parsimonious explanation for the observed changes occurring in opposing directions. Taken together, these imaging studies suggest that cocaine use is associated with lower dopamine in vesicles and more dopamine in the cytosolic pool.

FIGURE 3. Schematic of the hypothesized redistribution of dopamine between vesicular and cytosolic stores in the substantia nigra in cocaine use disorder

The schematic depicts trafficking of dopamine between the cytosolic, vesicular, and synaptic pools in the striatum and subsequent accumulation of neuromelanin in the substantia nigra (curved arrow) in healthy subjects (reference scenario) and in individuals with cocaine use disorder (chronic cocaine use). Boxes with dashed lines show a schematic detail of the striatal synapse between the presynaptic dopamine neuron (gray) and the postsynaptic striatal neuron (green). In the reference scenario on the left, the cytosolic dopamine pool is normally converted to neuromelanin and accumulates gradually over the lifespan in the cell bodies of presynaptic dopamine neurons within the substantia nigra in the midbrain. The theoretical chronic cocaine use scenario on the right is presented to account for changes observed in cocaine use disorder, including the decreased dopamine release previously observed with positron emission tomography (PET) and the increased neuromelanin-sensitive MRI (NM-MRI) signal reported here. A decrease in vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2), also consistent with PET and postmortem studies, could account for both of these: decreased VMAT2 expression would decrease vesicular dopamine and increase the cytosolic dopamine pool from which neuromelanin is synthesized. (Please see the text for alternative interpretations of the data.)
the vesicular pool and a higher concentration in the cytosolic compartment. However, a study imaging VMAT2 and dopamine release in cocaine users combined with NM-MRI in the midbrain would be needed to confirm our hypothesis. If cocaine use indeed increases cytosolic dopamine, this may pose a risk to neurons, because oxidation of dopamine in this compartment forms reactive quinone species (36); however, there is no clear evidence of enhanced dopamine cell death (37) or Parkinson’s disease risk (38) in cocaine users.

An alternative interpretation of our main finding is that NM elevation in cocaine users results from repeated episodic surges in dopamine that occurred over the participants’ lifetime, which may not be captured by PET. Since NM granules are removed only after cell death (26), and thus serve as a long-term reporter of dopamine function, even a distant history of cocaine use (which may acutely lead to excess dopamine during cocaine consumption) could manifest as a persistent increase in the NM-MRI signal. Longitudinal studies would be needed to address this possibility.

As an initial test of the functional significance of our findings, we examined whether NM-MRI signal in cocaine-use voxels within the SN correlated with fMRI response to reward anticipation in the ventral striatum during the monetary incentive delay task, a robust probe of reward system function (15, 19, 25). We failed to find a significant correlation. This is perhaps unsurprising since the abnormality that we observed in cocaine users was not clustered near the “limbic” SN or ventral tegmental area (dorsomedial regions of our overinclusive SN mask [21]) that send the main projections to the ventral striatum. Rather, our topographical analysis showed that group differences predominated in the ventral (or “cognitive”) SN (21), a subregion with prominent projections to the dorsal striatum thought to be involved in cognitive flexibility and other higher-order functions (20, 21). While PET imaging studies of dopamine function in cocaine users have found consistent evidence of dopaminergic alterations in the dorsal striatum, they have also found pronounced alterations in the ventral striatum (1). Intriguingly, our observation that cocaine users show an increase in NM-MRI signal in dorsal-striatum-projecting regions of the SN but not in ventral-striatum-projecting regions aligns with the previous observation of significant VMAT2 reductions in the dorsal but not the ventral striatum in this population (28, 31). Whatever may underlie this anatomical pattern, it highlights that nigrostriatal circuits subserving cognitive functions may be important in cocaine use disorder and that future studies may be better positioned to determine the functional significance of NM-MRI signal change in this disorder by probing higher-order cognitive processes in addition to reward tasks.

The primary limitation of this study is the relatively small, entirely male, sample. However, we contend that this first report of NM-MRI in substance use disorders supports the promise of this method for measuring dopamine function in this population. The only previous NM-MRI study to investigate substance use was a preliminary evaluation of the size of the SN area in a small group of patients with psychotic illness. Psychotic patients with comorbid substance use exhibited a larger SN area than nonuser patients (39). We are not aware of previous work investigating NM concentration in postmortem tissue in substance use disorders, and this would be an important future direction to provide convergent support for our findings. Based on the present results, we cannot speak to the generalizability of our NM-MRI findings in cocaine users to other substance use disorders. Further research is needed to address this question, especially in light of our findings showing a near-significant relationship between NM-MRI and tobacco use (which may well reach significance in a larger sample or in heavier tobacco users). Assuming that increased NM signal is due to down-regulation of VMAT2 (27, 28), the reported NM-MRI phenotype may be specific to cocaine or other drugs affecting VMAT2 (perhaps including methamphetamine, although its relationship to VMAT2 is less clear [1]). The absence of a significant correlation between NM-MRI signal and duration of cocaine use in our data is surprising. Given that NM accumulates over time, we anticipated that longer duration of use would exaggerate any abnormalities observed in cocaine users. The lack of a significant relationship could, however, be due to the limited range in duration of use in our sample, as our participants had all been using cocaine for many years. The NM-MRI signal does not reflect a single biological process but could be altered by changes in dopamine synthesis (12), dopamine transfer to vesicles (34), or dopamine cell death (6). Such nonspecificity is common to imaging measures (40, 41) and argues for the utility of multimodal studies in triangulating neurobiological mechanisms, as we have attempted to do by interpreting our findings in light of previous PET imaging reports. While interpretation of our NM-MRI results is simplified by the absence of enhanced dopamine cell death in cocaine users (37), interpretation of NM-MRI results in disorders showing substantial cell death combined with altered NM accumulation may be more challenging.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented NM-MRI evidence for abnormal NM accumulation in cocaine users, an indirect indication of dopamine dysfunction consistent with previous work. Our work thus positions NM-MRI as a promising research tool for addiction and supports its development as a candidate biomarker for stimulant use disorders. Given the central role of dopamine in addiction and the ease of NM-MRI data acquisition, this method has the potential to advance our understanding of dopamine alterations in addiction, particularly as it affords the opportunity to study younger, at-risk populations and describe longitudinal trajectories of dopamine alterations, which has been challenging to do using PET.
DOPAMINE ABNORMALITIES IN SUBSTANTIA NIGRA IN COCAINE ADDICTION
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